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Whiting provides the fleet operator with the finest doors
available for trucks and trailers carrying goods which
demand effective levels of temperature control.

The Whiting Tempsaver 50 is specifically designed
for refrigerated transport. If you consider the huge
investment represented in the cost of your vehicle and
the value of your load, you owe it to your customers to
specify an insulated shutter door of the highest pedigree
– The Whiting Tempsaver 50, the door that combines the
latest in design technology with precision engineering.
 luminium 1.78mm thick extrusions inside and out,
A
reinforced at the hinge fastening points, provide an
extremely tough and durable structure. Their design
offers the added advantages of being able to accept
straightforward application of paint and decals, whilst
facilitating easy cleaning.

No rivets on face of door to interfere with lettering
or decals.
50mm foam-in-place urethane insulation.
All panel joints are double sealed.
Rigid bottom channel has thermal break across entire
width of door.
Twin spring balancer provide independent lifting
capabilities for each individual cable.
All rollers can be easily changed without removing
hinges.
Electro deposition (“E” coat) painting of door
hardware gives the best available corrosion protection.

Whiting Tempsaver 50

View And Order Spare Parts

Whiting Tempsaver 50

Dual durometer top seal
for maximum thermal
performance.

Enclosed spring balancer for
added reliability and reduction
of load contamination from
rotating torsion springs.

Mounting angle & side seal. The
side seals are effective throughout
the full operating cycle.

Large 50mm diameter
steel roller for extra
strength and long life.

Stainless steel top closure
arm designed to eliminate
the need for having two
tracks to carry top section.

75.10 bzp

Nylon roller with bearings
end hinge and roller carrier.
Removable cap allows roller
change without removing hinge.
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All products produced by J R Industries
carry ISO 9002 quality accreditation
gained in December 1988.
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